The Learning Center, virtual classroom at MS Teams (code to join zigx5li), offers a way for UH students to get help with physics concepts and HW problems from physics tutors for PHYS 1301, 1302, 1321, 1322, 1305, and 1306. UH physics tutors will be present via video conference on MS Teams to assist students requesting in-person help. Appointments are not necessary. Tutors are NOT there to do HW for students or to merely give answers to problems. Rather, they are there to help students understand the material, enabling them to answer homework and exam questions by themselves. Students should visit the Learning Center virtual classroom prepared by attending classes and reading over the assigned material.

If you have questions, suggestions, or comments about the learning center or our UH tutors, email us to smaric@Central.uh.edu and ahutson@CougarNet.uh.edu. Your comments will help us to improve and give you better service.